Abstract. This paper presents a survey and some (hopefully) new facts on germs of maps tangent to the identity (in R, C, or R2), (maps f defined near 0, such that /(0) = 0, and /'(0) is the identity). Proofs are mostly original.
a smooth vector field X defined in a neighborhood of 0 in R2, X(0) = 0. If f is entire then f(z) = z. If f is meromorphic on C (or more generally has a countable set of singularities in C) then f(z) = jr^ for some a eC.
In §VIII a more precise version is given, and "smoothness" is made precise. As usual C and R2 are identified, when convenient.
Proposition 2. The only germs of entire functions G(z) = z Hwhich are W6 conjugate to z + z2 in a neighborhood of 0 in C are the functions G(z) = z + az2, for fl/0.
In no neighborhood of 0 does the map z + z2 have a kth root (k > 1) of class W6 (i.e. a W6 diffeomorphism f of (R2, 0) such that fo--.of=z + z2).
Notice that, as explained below, it follows from a work by Takens that x+x2 has a (unique) smooth square root, near 0, on R.
Proposition 1 and the second half of Proposition 2 have been obtained, in the holomorphic setting, by G. Szekeres [22] and I. N. Baker [l] - [4] (see also [22] ), in papers which deserve to be much better known. In the ignorance of these papers, we developed a different approach. After studying the vector fields z2 + Cz3 (or zp + Cz2p~x), we can give a short and transparent (we do not claim better) proof of Baker's and Szekeres's theorems. It is worthwhile to notice that one case ( §IV) is really immediate. The smooth case is later deduced from the analytic case. Proposition 6 in §VIII, and its corollary, provide the tools for applying the analytic results in the differentiable setting (conjugators and roots of holomorphic functions must be holomorphic or antiholomorphic). Proposition 2 is given as an illustration, to illustrate how discrete and no longer continuous dynamics can be used. Monodromy questions are more difficult to handle, as will be explained.
As already said, this paper is also intended as a partial survey. And we include some description of works by Fatou, Sternberg, Takens, Ecalle, and Voronin, but the reader should also look at [21] . We even remark, in §1, why the case of maps tangent to the identity is of special interest. We will cover the formal, smooth, and analytic theories, which are strikingly different. In one real variable, the formal and the W°° classification agree, for germs which are tangent, but not infinitely tangent to the identity (Takens), but they differ from the analytic classification (Ecalle-Voronin) . In two real variables all these theories differ. The plan of this paper is as follows.
I The "basic scheme" for conjugacy. Preliminaries II (1) Formal theory in one variable (2) Classification of holomorphic or meromorphic vector fields III Takens's W°° classification (one variable), and Robbin's classification IV First, easy, examples V Baker's and Szekeres's theorems on flows VI The function z + z2 VII Analytic classification in one variable by Ecalle and Voronin. Sketch of Voronin's theory
VIII Two real variables
Definitions. Let X be a §?' vector field defined near 0, in R or R2 . Assume that X(0) = 0. Then for every T > 0, there exists r > 0 so that the differential equation R(t) = X(R(t)) can be solved for time t e [-T, +T], with arbitrary initial data R(0) = R0, \Ro\ < r. Upper dot ' denotes differentiation with respect to time. The map /?o -► R(t) is the time t map of the flow (defined on a neighborhood of 0 which shrinks as \t\ -> +oo). We denote the (germ of the) map Ttx (or T, if there is no ambiguity). In the case of a holomorphic vector field X(z) = XXi bjZj defined near 0 in C , the corresponding time t maps are holomorphic: We may be looking for such changes of variables either formal, or analytic, or Wl (we then say that / and / are W1 conjugate).
If / is a map, and k is a positive integer f(k) denotes the /c-fold product fofo---af. For k < 0, f{k) = [/(_k)]_1 , but f~x will be used instead of /(-i).
Acknowledgments. We wish to express our gratitude to our colleague Joel Robbin, for his very generous help. The final part of this paper has been written while the second author was visiting the University of Grenoble. He wishes to thank this institution, and he wishes to thank especially A. Dufresnoy and F. Sergeraert The basic scheme was used by Fatou in 1919 for the sector conjugacy used (and proved differently) by Voronin. But we begin with the simpler problem of linearization (following Sternberg) , so that the reader will get used to the trick. [19] and [20] . For the reader, we just illustrate the trick on the following example:
Linearization of contractions. See
Let F(z) = az + Yl%2 ajzJ De a germ of a holomorphic map defined near 0 in C. Assume |a| < 1. Fix A so that A2 < \a\ < A. Set G(z) = az, a linear map. There exists r > 0 so that for \z\ < r, \F(z)\ < A\z\. Then we have G(-n) 0 F(n)iz) = a-nF(n\z), so (<7(-«-i) 0 F(n+\) _ G(-n) 0 /r(«))(z) = a-"(a-lF(F{n\z)) -F(n)(z)) = a-"&(A2n\z\) (using a~xF(C) -
This proves uniform convergence of G'-"' o F("' on \z\ < r, and since (G{~n) o F"("))'(0) = 1 , the limit xp satisfies also xp'(0) = 1 .
In fact xp converges on the basin of attraction of 0 for F (replacing z above by F(k\z) for some large k).
In several variables as pointed out in [20] this scheme works only if the eigenvalues are roughly speaking of the same size (square of largest one has to be smaller than the smallest one: in order that the linear part absorbs the quadratic part). See also [15] , where this is used in the construction of FatouBieberbach regions.
Sometimes the basic scheme applies (only) after minor modifications ( [7, 20, 
15]).
3. The linearization of F(z) = az + Yl%2ajzj f°r \a\ > 1 is achieved by linearizing F~[ . The case |a| = 1 is the object of a famous work by Siegel [18] . If a = 1, linearization is simply impossible unless F(z) = z. This is why we concentrate on this class (which is the object of the theories of Ecalle and Voronin). Siegel's work, like earlier work by Poincare, is based on estimating coefficients in formal power series.
Once a map is linearized the questions of flow and kth roots are trivially answered.
II
Here we collect facts which have been used by many authors. Verifications for the formal theory are totally trivial, and are mostly left to the reader.
1. Formal theory.
1.1. Conjugacy class. As for convergent series two formal power series / = z + Yl%2 ajzJ and / = z + Yl°jL2 <*jzJ are said to be conjugate if and only if there exists a formal power series q> = Yl%\ 9jzJ' > fir4^ so mat f°<P = <P°f (as formal power series).
The following is known:
(i) If a2 ^ 0, f is conjugate to f if and only if a2 ^ 0 and a->,/a\ = d-i/a\ .
(ii) There are a unique p > 0 and a unique XeC, so that f is (formally) conjugate to z + zp + Xz2p~x. And p is the smallest integer > 2 so that ap / 0.
1.2. Flows. Given a formal vector field X = Y^T=\ bjzi it generates a formal flow Ttx(z) = \Z%\aj{t)zi defined by Tx(z) = z, tx(z) = X(Tx(z)), as formal power series in z .
The formal flow of a formal power series exists and is unique. This gives ai = a\b\, d2 = b\a2 + b2a2, a-$ = biOi + 2b2a\a2 + b^a\, ... . The first equation gives a\(t) = eb]t since a{(0) = 1 ; the remaining equations are then solved inductively for aj, using the initial condition a,(0) = 0, j > 2. One has the following commutation relation:
(prime denoting formal differentiation with respect to z), that one obtains by differentiating at t = to
The following will be used later: Lemma 1. Suppose that X(z) = bpzp + 0(zp+i), bp # 0, is a formal field and that for some t its formal flow has the form Tt(z) = z+aqzq + 0(zq+x), aq^0, q>2. Then p = q.
Proof. We apply the commutation equation:
bp(z + aqz'> + ---)p + bp+i(z + aaz« + ---)p+x + -= (bpzp + ---)(l + qaazi-x+ ■■■).
We equate the coefficients of zp+9~x ; on the left-hand side it is bp+q-i+pbpaq ; on the right-hand side it is bp+q-\ + qbpaq . Since bpaq ± 0, we have p = q .
Corollary. If for some value oft, a\(t) = 1, but Tt(z) ^ z, then b\ = 0 and fli(f) = 1 for all t.
Proof. The lemma tells us that b\ = 0, but then a\ = eb,t = 1 .
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use 1.3. Square roots. Given a formal power series f = z + z~l%2 ajzj there is a unique formal power series g = z + Y1JL2 ajzj so mat g ° g = f ■ For j > 2 the coefficient of z-i in the left-hand side is 2aj + Rj where Rj depends only on a2, ... , a/_i . So the a/s axe successively uniquely determined.
The results explained so far in this section show that for the questions studied in this paper (square roots, flows, conjugacy), there are no, or few, restrictions at the level of jets. The whole problem is a question of convergence.
2. Normal forms of vector fields (one variable). The theory can be done at the level of formal power series, or in the ^°° category [23] or in the holomorphic setting. Surprisingly (or not) the classifications agree. Here we will provide all details for the case of vector fields defined near 0 in C. It will be then convenient to allow a singularity (pole) at 0.
Definition. Suppose X, X axe holomorphic vector fields (in coordinates, simply two holomorphic functions), defined in some deleted neighborhood of 0 in C. We say X and X are locally equivalent if there is a one-to-one holomorphic map tp defined in a neighborhood of 0 with q>(0) = 0 so that <p*(X) = X, in some deleted neighborhood of 0.
Note that if X is locally equivalent to X and X has a pole of order p at 0 so does X. Similarly if X is holomorphic at 0 and vanishes to order p, the same is true for X.
The following proposition is NOT original. But its proof is included because of the contrast with the (only) formal theory of flows or square roots.
Proposition3. Suppose X is a holomorphic vector field defined in a deleted neighborhood of 0.
(i) If X is holomorphic at 0 and vanishes to order exactly p > 2, then X is equivalent to Xq(z) = zp + Xz2p~x, for a unique X e C.
(ii) // X is holomorphic at 0, X(0) = 0, and X'(0) = b ^ 0 then X is equivalent to Xo(z) = bz. (iii) If X has a pole of order p > 0 then X is equivalent to Xo(z) = z~p .
(Here by pole of order 0 we mean X is holomorphic at 0 and X(0) ^ 0.) Proof, (i) We first claim that it is easy to find a local change of variable xp and a vector field X = zp +Xz2p~x + J2%2pbjzj so that X= y/*(x). It is convenient to do this in several steps. First, let xp° be the homothety xp°(z) = pz, with pp~x = bp . Then xp*(X) = zp -\-.
Next assume that for some r, 0 < r < p -1, we have already found xpr so that xpr(X) = zp + cp+rzp+r -\-. Set x(z) = z -Azr+X. Since -p + r + 1 ^0 (i.e. p + r ^ 2p -1) we can choose A = _~^, . And then
In finitely many steps we get X = xp*(X) as desired. We leave to the reader to extract from the above computations the proof of the uniqueness of X. Now, we have to explain how to make a (convergent) change of variable p so that p*(zp + Xz2p~x) = X, which means
Set p(z) = z + zph , where h is to be found. Then (*) is (zp + Xz2p~x)(l +pzp~xh + zph!) = X(z + zph);
i.e.
All what we have to prove is that the right-hand side is a holomorphic function of the two variables (z, h) is some neighborhood of 0. Then h is obtained by solving the differential equation. Remember X = zp + Xz2p~x+ higher-order terms. So X(z + zph) = (z + zph)p + X(z + zph)2p:x +■■■ = zp + (X + ph)z2p'x + Xphzip-2 + R(z, h),
where R(z, h) is a convergent power series of (z, h) (in some "small" neighborhood of (0, 0)), with no term of degree less than 2p in z . So the right-hand side in (**) reduces to R^2'Ph^ , which is indeed holomorphic near 0, and this ends the proof of /.
(ii) is proved in the same way as (i). It is in fact easier. It is stated separately just because when p = 1, 2p -1 = 1 as well.
(iii) This is the easiest case. We want to find a holomorphic map tp with <p(0) = 0 and tp'(0) /0 so that The proof given in [23] is elegant. But we wish to show that the theorem can also be obtained by applying the basic scheme explained in §1 (may be painful, but straightforward!) We will need the following lemma proved in §4 below. This may be a well-known result, and it is not intended to be sharp. Nonflat means that some derivative does not vanish. It is enough to consider the case x(x) < x on (0, 1), and let n tend to -foo. Then [0, 1) is the basin of attraction of 0 for forward iteration (x^, n > 0), while (0, 1] is the basin of attraction of 1 for backward iteration (n < 0). The situation is simply reversed if x(x) > x, or n tends to -oo (or, replace / by the conjugate map X\(x) = 1 -xO -x)). We postpone the proof of Lemma 2.
Proof of Theorem. Let x be as in the statement of the theorem. Using the formal theory and the fact that any formal power series can be matched by the Taylor expansion of some W°° function (an old result by Borel) we can assume without loss of generality that x and x-\-8xp+ax2p~x match to infinite order at 0, with 8 = ±1 . In fact replacing / by x~* if needed we can assume 8 = -1 (a slight change of notation, with respect to the statement of the theorem).
Although a posteriori this is useless, we are going to modify our functions X and x -xp + ax2p~x off some neighborhood of 0. And for the present time we restrict our attention to the interval [0, 1]. Take xi and X2 two diffeomorphisms of [0, 1] onto itself so that Xj(x) < x on (0,1), Xj(x) = x -(x -l)2 for x close to 1, X\ = X and X2 = x -xp + ax2p~x for x close to 0.
We show that X\ and xi are conjugate to each other (say in a neighborhood of 0 in [0, 1]) by just applying the basic scheme:
Claim. The sequence x\~n)°X2) is convergent in W°° topology on [0,A), for every A < 1.
It is easy to show that (notation being self-explanatory):
(i) For all x e [0, A), 0 < X2\x) < -^hr) (for some M > 0). (This is detailed in the proof of Lemma 2.)
(ii) \\uov-u{ov\\wk <c\\u-ui\\9k(\ + \\v\\vk)k. And we can take the norm of u -u\ on the range of v only.
(iii) \\uov-uovi yk < C||M||y*+i ||u -vx \\9k (1 + ||v||gr* + ||«i ||r* )k .
(iy) llvCf1 °X2 -l||r*(o,e) -^(eK) as e -y 0, and K is arbitrary, and k is fixed.
To establish the claim, write (K "different but still arbitrary"). The sequence is therefore converging in all k spaces. And obviously its limit xp coincides with x to infinite order at 0, and conjugates X\ to X2 , on some neighborhood of 0 in R+ . One does similarly on the negative axis. However if the point 0 is repulsive for x -xp , i.e. if p is even, we should replace x and x -xp + ax2p~~x by their inverse (or permute the factors for defining xp). At any rate one gets a local change of variable xp , which also coincides with x to infinite order at 0, which conjugates our two functions near 0 on the negative real axis. The two changes of variable do patch in a W°° way and this gives the theorem. It is interesting to notice that this (germ of) vector field, and not only its Taylor expansion, is unique. This is the simple and clever Proposition 5.1 in [23] (if x = Tx = Tx', apply Proposition 5.1 to tp = Tx o Tx't). See below.
So the reduction of functions gives the reduction of vector fields.
3. Remark. There are "many" continuous functions defined near 0 on R so that tpotp = x+x2 . (Given 0 < e < ei < e+e2 one can prescribe the restriction of q> to [e, £i] to be any continuous increasing functions mapping e to £\ and ei to e + e2.) The same can be done on the negative axis. By Takens's argument, mentioned above, there is only one smooth square root. The argument shows in fact uniqueness for roots of class W2. Here we follow the proof of Proposition 5.1 in [23] . Let <px and <p2 be two (local) square roots of x + x2 . If tp\ and <p2 axe of class W2, x -tp\ o ^j'(x) = o(x2), by the formal theory.
Let T, denote the smooth (local) flow such that x + x2 = Tx . This is the flow of a smooth vector field X = x2 + (?(x3). For x close to 0 in R, x ^ 0, following Takens, define t(x) by Tt{x)(x) = q>\ ° 92\x).
One sees that t(x) = o(l), as x tends to 0. Moreover since q>\ and <p2, and therefore <P\ o q>~x , commute with x + x2 = T\, t(x) = t(x + x2). Fix x, its forwards License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use or backwards iterates, under the map x y-y x + x2, x" converge to 0. So t(x) = t(x") -y 0. So t = 0, and tp\ = tp2.
A. Proof of Lemma 2. As said earlier we can assume that x(x) < x on (0, 1), and let n tend to +00. There exist p e N, p > 2, and X > 0 so that, at 0, X(x) = x-Xxp + cf(xp+l). Let n e [0, i) so that, on [0,n], x(x) <x-\xp ; the upper bound j^ is just to guarantee that x -\xp is monotone on [0, r\].
There exists J so that, for every j > J and
One can then easily show by induction on j that there exists C so that for
Take C so large that the inequality holds for 0<j<J, and C > (t^ttj )1/(p_1)-The situation is similar at the point 1, but we have to use the backwards dynamics (since 1 is repulsive). There exist q > 2 and p > 0 so that
And there exists C\ so that for every x e [ 1 /2, 1 ]
We are now in position of estimating the first derivative of x(n) ■
Let jo be the first integer, such as x^"Hx) < 3; of course j0 depends on x. For j > jo we have XU)(x)<C(j-Jo)-l/{p-V so |1 -X'(XU)(x))\ < C'(j -jo)~x for some C depending only on X-For / < Jo , XU)(x) = xu+l~Jo)XUo~l)(x) and xUo~l)(x) > \ . So
and therefore |1 -x'(XU)(x))\ < C"(j0 -j)~x . Using these estimates in the product (*) yields
So |(^(n))'| = c?(ns>) for some 5i > 0. Now we look at the second derivative (X^)" • It is given by the sum of n terms such as (for 0 < j < n -1)
It is the same product as above with only one factor changed, and (x(n~^)' has already been estimated. And one gets |(x(n))"| = (f(n2s,+i). Using similarly the result just obtained one can estimate (x{n))'" , etc. Now we can add p(ln\Tx(x)\) to the left-hand side and //(ln|x|) to the right hand side without changing the map x -> T\ (x) implicitly defined provided that p has period 1. We choose p(x) = s-^-. This gives F(x) = In |x| + sin2y> .
6. Takens's theory applies to germs of maps / which are tangent to the identity, at 0, but such that f(x) -x is not flat at 0. The reader should look at the paper by F. Sergeraert [17] for the flat case, and at the references mentioned in [17] .
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use IV. First, easy, examples 1. Proposition 4. Let f(z) be any entire function on C such that f(z) = z + Y^jL2 aiz' ■ Then there is no local holomorphic change of variable tp defined near 0, tp{f)) = 0, so that <p~x o/o <p(z) = yrjj (t^O, fixed).
Notice that, as seen in §11, a^/a2 = 1 is a necessary and sufficient condition for formal conjugacy. It is enough to treat the case t = 1, since the maps jfâ nd yrj are conjugate via the change of variable z y-y tz .
Proof. Assume that <p is defined for \z\ < r■. For every integer n there exists rn > 0 so that for \z\ < rn , tp~x o /(») o tp = (jfjjM = ^ . So, for \z\ < r" , ,« of(x)v (_£_).
This is used to extend q> on the range of \z\ < r under the map z y-y j^ , since the left-hand side obviously makes sense for \z\ < r (and arbitrary n). More precisely let Qo = {z € C, \z\ < r}. Let Q" be the image in the Riemann sphere of Qo under the map z y-y j^ . For n large enough Q" is the complement in the Riemann sphere of a small disk A" c fio.
The inverse of the map z y-y j^ is the map z h-» j-^ . On the Q" set (p(z) = f(-n)°9(j^).
Near 0, (p = <p , hence everywhere on Q0-A" by unique analytic continuation. So tp can be extended (by tp) to a holomorphic function on the Riemann sphere. So <p is constant, a contradiction.
Corollary. If f(z) = z + z2 + z3 + J2JL4 Qjzj is an entire function, f(z) cannot be in any neighborhood of 0 the time t map of a holomorphic vector field X = Yljli bjzJ (defined near 0).
Proof. This vector field should be X = z2 + 2~^j>4bjZJ. A local change of variable would change it into z2 and that would give a conjugacy between / and j^j , as ruled out by Proposition 3.
2. Remarks on Voronin's theory. Voronin's theory seems to provide a way to establish Proposition 1 for entire functions along the lines of the proof of Proposition 4. One does not need to take Voronin's theory from the beginning. One can start with Theorem 6.1 in [24] .
Let X = Y^jL\bjzi. To solve dT^ = X(Tt(z)) one uses separation of variables (thus conjugating the flow to a translation), and this leads to F(Tt(x)) = t + F(x) with F'(z) = -^-r.
X(z) So F has a singularity at 0 and may not be single valued. The above relation can be written I T z I
, where possible, one ends with an equivalence relation foG = Go -^ holding near 0 in some sector. Using again f" oG = Go jô ne extends G to the complement of 0 in the Riemann sphere. Possibly an additional argument allows one to end the proof. But we feel that details are already cumbersome enough so that we prefer to keep the proof of Proposition 1 that we are going to explain. Instead of being based on the dynamics of the vector field z2 (i.e. the maps j£^), it is based on the dynamics of the vector field zp + Cz2p~x, whose flow contains a map formally conjugate to the map under study.
V. Baker's and Szekeres's theorems on flows
In this section we prove the holomorphic versions of Proposition 1 (Propositions 1.0, 1.1). As already said in the Introduction these results were first proved by G. Szekeres (entire or rational functions) and I. N. Baker (meromorphic functions), with a different approach. The essential part of our argument is given in Subsection 2. The reader may skip Subsection 3, at the cost of not getting Proposition 1 in full generality. The points 0 and -1 are stationary. The points xo in (0, +oo) and (-oo, -1) reach respectively +oo and -oo in finite time t = ■£--Ln|l + M . The points in (-1, 0) flow to 0 (as Im +oo) .
To understand the situation at oo (in C), set £ = \ . The equation z = z2 + z3 transforms into £ = -1 -\ , which has a singularity at C = 0. By appropriate change of time along each orbit, this vector field has the same orbit as the vector field |£|2(-1 -£) = -(-£(, which has 0 as a hyperbolic rest point and the dynamics can therefore be represented in the C coordinate by Figure 1 .
Notice however that from the real axis one reaches 0 in finite time (with infinite speed), and in some sense the point then splits into two points which then flow on the outcoming orbits (unstable manifolds!).
->--!_£- Figure 1 License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
In fact it is better to use the results from §11. A local change of variable at 0 can change the vector field -4 -1 into the vector field -4 . And this amounts to saying that a local change of variable at oo transforms the vector field z2 + z3 into the vector field z3 whose flow is TAz) = , z , with a cut to be made along (-oo, -4.) and (4-, +00) for t > 0. For |x| > -t we have two determinations of \/l -tx2, leading to two points on the imaginary axis (the two orbits from 00 to 0 for the vector field z3).
Going through the computations explained in §11 to reduce the vector field z2 + z3 to z3 at 00 gives us that the orbits flowing out of 00 for the vector field z2 + z3 have the line x = -\ as an asymptote. This can be "explained" in another way: Set z = x -I-iy, Re(z2 + z3) = x2 -y2 + x3 -3xy2 . For x = -\ the y2 terms cancel out and Re(z2 + z3) = ^ • • • .
Near 0 the vector field z2 + z3 cannot be reduced to z2 , as seen in §11. But the action stays "similar" to the action of z2 whose orbits are circles, tangent to the real axis at 0.
Let us sketch the orbits of z2 + z3. (See Figure 2. ) To analyze the situation several observations may help. The set of points z so that Re(z2 + z3)z < 0 (this corresponds to $-t\z(t)\2 < 0) is given by the condition x + x2-y2<0 (z = x + iy). Notice that along the hyperbola x + x2 -y2 = 0 the vector field points towards the region x + x2 -y2 < 0 (the
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use verification is easy taking into account that along the hyperbola the vector field is orthogonal to the radius, and 0 only at the points 0 and -1). So a point starting in this region x + x2 -y2 < 0 will flow to 0 and the distance to 0 will always decrease (as t increases from 0 to +oo), while for a point starting from the region x + x2 -y2 > 0, not on the real axis, the distance will first increase, then decrease to 0 after entering the region x + x2 -y2 < 0. And remember that at oo the picture is entirely understood (exact reduction to z3). Along the line x = \, Re(z2 + z3) = ^ > 0, and along the y-axis Re(z2 + z3) < 0 (except at 0). This forces the two orbits flowing from oo, in the upper and resp. lower half-plane, to stay in the region -\ < x < 0. And they flow to 0, staying in the upper, resp. lower, half-planes. Other easy observations (such as if Re z(t) and Im z(t) > 0, £ arg z(t) > 0)
can be made.
Here we try to summarize what we will need:
Lemma 3. For every z0 = xo + iyo e C, yo / 0 the equation z(t) = z2 + z3, z(0) = z0 can be solved for 0 < t < +oo. We set T,(z0) = z(t). The map (zq, t) y-y T,(zo) is continuous in (zq, t) and holomorphic in zq. For fixed zq the function t »-> \Tt(zo)\ is either always decreasing to 0, or increasing and then decreasing to 0. If Xo > 0 and t ^ t0 = 4--Ln(l + --) the limits as (x, y) y-y (xq, 0+) (resp. (x, y) -y (xo, 0-)) of Tt(x + iy) exist and are denoted by Tt+(xo) (resp. Tt-(x0)). For t e [0, to), T+(x0) = Tt~(x0) > 0, but for t > t0, T+(x0) ? Jp(xo) and as t -> +oo, T^xo) tends to 0. rr+(xo) is a point on the orbit arriving from oo in the upper half-plane, and T-(xo) = T+(x0).
After the discussions which preceded, we hope that the reader will be easily convinced of the validity of the lemma. No entire function f(z) = z + J2%2ajzJ (f(z) ^ z) can be conjugate, under a local holomorphic change of variable at 0, to the time t map of the vector field z2 + Cz3, for any time t e Z.
By using the change of variable z -> Cz, and changing the time (t y-y Ct, C e R*) we can assume that X = z2, case already treated, or that X = z2 + z3, case that we will now consider.
Proof. So we are dealing with the vector field z2 + z3, and the notations are the ones defined in 1.
Let Q+ (resp. fl~) be the region in the upper (resp. lower) half-plane to the right of the orbits from oo to 0.
(i) First we will consider the case t > 0. Suppose that for \z\ < r < 1,
/ o tp(z) = <p o T,(z) for some local change of variable tp. For n > 0 on a "small" neighborhood of 0, f(n) o tp = tp o Tnt(z). But the left-hand side makes sense for \z\ < r, for all n e N. Set Q* = Q± n {\z\ < r}. At least if r is small enough it is clear that Q* is connected.
For z e Tnl(Q+ u Q~) set tp(z) = f(n) o <p(T-nt(z)) (which might a priori depend on n). For n large enough r",(Q±) uQf = £l± . Since Q* is simply
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use connected the intersection T"t(£lf) n Q* is connected (however this could be achieved in a more constructive way). Since (p and tp coincide near 0, cp and tp coincide on the intersection of their domains of definition, by unique analytic continuation. But notice that this has been a global argument, not an argument along a fixed orbit (to avoid monodromy problems). Now, we can conclude. With similar arguments one shows that tp and tp coincide. For x € (\, j), for « large enough we then get as above
By real analyticity, « being large enough, for any s > n\t\ we have
/"•»(T(?))-/W?»(T (?))'•
Indeed, for 5 close to n|f| write 7^(5) = 7^1^1(^-/11/1(5)) so the previous equality holds. But /" o tp is one-to-one on some neighborhood of 0 (which depends on n). Let 5 -► +00, T±(\) -> 0, but T+($) ^ T~(%). So a contradiction is reached.
3. We want to generalize Lemma 4 to the case C e C (no longer C real). Instead of giving a detailed proof of Lemma 5, we will indicate how one can study the dynamics of the vector field z2 + Cz3 (C ^ 0), so that the proof of Lemma 4 is easy to adapt.
Study of the orbits of the vector field z2 + Cz3 (C ^ 0). As previously the situation is entirely clear at 00, since an appropriate change of variable transforms the field in the z3 field.
Step 1 (orbits from 0 to 00, and from 00 to 0, "quadrant" Q+).
Claim. There is always an orbit originating at 0 (at time -00) and flowing to 00 (reached in finite time, from every point of the orbit, 0 not included). Proof of the claim. Let o> be an arbitrary bounded open neighborhood of 0. There must be a point zo e co whose forward orbit under the flow reaches 00 . If this were not the case, the map T would extend to a map from co, the forward image of co under the flow (co = \Jt>0 Ttco), into itself, with 0 as a fixed point. The complement of Co in C would contain the orbits going to oo . But T[(0) = 1 and T\ ^ z. All this is ruled out by Cartan's theorem ( [5] , or Theorem 3.3 in [10] ). Next, near 0 the vector field z2 + Cz3 is "approximated" by z2, and one can find a neighborhood co of 0 so that every orbit flowing out of co has to originate (at time -oo) at 0. This establishes the claim.
The same reasoning applied to the backwards flow shows that: there is also an orbit originating at oo and terminating (at time +oo) at 0.
These two orbits from oo to 0 and from 0 to oo delimit a "quadrant" in C (one should look at this from oo, the orbits flowing to oo have asymptotic direction given by arg z2 = arg C, and the orbits coming from oo have orthogonal asymptotic directions).
We denote by Q+ this (open) quadrant; Tt extends to a map from Q+ onto Q+ for all t € (-oo, +00). (See (ii) below.)
Let us make two remarks: (i) Q+ does not contain the rest point z = --. If it did, by Schwarz's lemma, and after identification of Q+ with the unit disk, and of --with 0, Tt would be a rotation, but it is not since 0 (on the boundary of Q+) is fixed. As a consequence Q+ , which is topologically simple, cannot contain any closed orbit.
(ii) There is cf, a neighborhood of 00 so that every orbit going through cf D Q+ has to flow to 0: by continuous dependence on initial data and the fact that every orbit entering the region {\z\ < p} has to terminate at 0, if p is small enough. (Remember: at 00 the situation is completely known.)
Now consider an arbitrary orbit in Q+ . As just seen it cannot approach 00 , so it stays in a compact set in C. By the Poincare-Bendixson theorem [8] its limit set can be a rest point or a closed orbit. The only possibility left is that the orbit flows to 0 (reached only at time +00).
We hope that the reader is now convinced that Q+ provides us with a substitute for Q+ used in the proof of Lemma 4.
Step 2. For R large enough the circle {\z\ = R} can be decomposed in four arcs y\, ... ,y*. Along y\ and y$ the vector field z2 + Cz3 points towards the region \z\ > R, along y2, y4 it points towards \z\ < R.
For the vector field z3 (to which one can reduce) this corresponds to »={iie»,-5<*<+5}, 72 = {**",5 <0<t}' et°-Let X be any closed arc on an orbit of the flow with endpoints a, b e jj (same j) with no other intersection with yj. Denote by co the (simple) region bounded by X and the subarc of v; from a to b . The aim of Step 2 is just to state the following: either for t > 0, Ttco <£ co, or for t < 0, Ttco £ co.
Indeed the forward flow can either enter and only enter co along yj, or leave and only leave.
Step 3. From now on we will assume Re C < 0. There is no loss of generality since one can achieve this by reversing time and changing z into -z if needed. Then the linearization of the vector field z2 + Cz3 at z = -£ (the rest point)
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use has nonnegative real part. So no orbit can flow to -^ . Let S? be the remaining orbit coming from oo (the one not used for defining the boundary of Q+).
Claim. The orbit S" has to flow to 0 or to oo.
We first notice that for R large enough the orbit 5" cannot cross the circle \z\ = R more than four times.
Indeed if it were crossing the circle five times or more, some points of intersection would belong to the same arc y, (yj as in Step 2). This would give us a region co bounded by a portion of S* and so that Tt(co) cf co for t > 0. Indeed, since S° originates at oo it is clearly impossible that Tt(co) £ co for t < 0. The region co would contain a rest point, i.e. zo = 0 or -<L . But by Schwarz's lemma we should have |77(zn)| < 1, for t > 0, but 7/(0) = 1 and |77(-I)|>1 (for f>0).
We can conclude that either the orbit S" goes to oo or it stays bounded. Let us assume that it stays bounded.
The orbit S" cannot approach a periodic orbit, because due to holomorphicity the set of periodic (nonrest) points is open (if Tto(zo) -zq, Tto(z) = z along the orbit, hence in a neighborhood). By the Poincare-Bendixson theorem the orbit must go to 0, the only accessible rest point.
Step A. If the orbit S* flows to 0, it provides us with a "quadrant" Q~ (similar to the quadrant Q+) which we can substitute to Q~ to prove Lemma 4 along the lines of the proof of Lemma 3.
Step 5. But it can happen that the orbit Y coming from oo flows back to oo (in finite time). The orbit S* isolates then a "quadrant" Q=. The flow Tt extends to a topological flow on Q= U {oo} without fixed point on the boundary. So Q= must contain the fixed point --, which, by what has been said in Step 1, must be the center of a "rotation". (So C must be pure imaginary, and it is not hard to see that Q= is the union of the periodic orbits of the flow.)
The situation is sketched in Figure 3 which corresponds to the vector field z2 + iz3. In this figure Ti is the orbit from 0 to oo , r2 is the orbit from oo to oo, T3 is the orbit from ootoO.Let^~ = C-Q+ u Q= . Notice that 32~ does not contain any rest point. By the arguments used in Steps 2 and 3, every orbit in 31' must terminate at 0.
The region 31' will be used instead of Q" in Lemma 4, but the dynamics are somewhat different. Lemma 3 has to be modified:
For zo € T, we define 77" (z0) and 7p(zn) in the following way:
. For t e [0, t0), T+(z0) = T~(zQ) = Tt(z0) € I*, .
• At time to, T^(zo) reaches oo.
• For t > to, Tt+(z0) flows to 0 along T3 (0 reached only at time +oo).
• For to < t < t\, Tt~(zo) flows from oo to oo (infinite time) along T2.
• Finally Tt~(zo) flows from oo to 0 as t increases from t\ to +00.
So T1±(zq) both approach 0 along T3, but Tt~(z0) is delayed ((*i -*o) m time), and T,+(z0) ^ Tt~(z0) for large t.
So we can still reach contradictions as in the proof of Lemma 4, to establish Lemma 5. 5. We will now prove a proposition slightly more general than Proposition 1.0, namely: Proposition 1.1. Let A be a countable closed subset of C, 0 £ A . Let f be a holomorphic function on C -A, f(z) = az + J2%2 aizi w^n a" = 1 for some positive integer n . The following are equivalent:
(i) there exists X a holomorphic vector field X = J^'JLi bjZ> defined near 0, so that near 0 f is the time t map of X for some time t.
(ii) f(z) = jftl>forsome beC.
And if a ^ 1, (i) and (ii) are also equivalent to (iii) / is linearizable at 0.
The class of nonconstant functions holomorphic on the complement of a closed countable set (which may depend on the function) is natural from the point of view of compositions. It contains all nonconstant meromorphic functions and is closed under composition. Moreover we have a Picard theorem for this class: if / is holomorphic in the complement of a closed countable set A and a e A is not an isolated point of A, then either / extends to be meromorphic in a neighborhood of a or / omits at most two values in every neighborhood of a. This is an easy consequence of Picard's theorem for meromorphic function [16, (VII. 13.15) ], (or [10, p. 79] ). Now we turn to the proof.
Proof. The case a" = 1 but a =£ 1 is easy to treat. From this we see that b\ ^ 0 and hence it follows that the normal form of X near 0 is b\z. This means that / is linearizable; that is, there is a biholomorphic map tp , defined near 0, with cp(0) = 0 and f(cp(z)) = <p(az), from which it follows that f("\tp(z)) = <p(z), or /(n)(z) -z near 0. Now / and f^ are defined in a set C\B where B is closed and countable. Clearly / is one-to-one in C\v3. By our Picard theorem, any nonisolated points of B are removable, and there can be no isolated essential singularities, and at most one pole, which must have order 1, including at oo. It follows that / has the required form.
We are still in the case a ^ 1. The last part of the argument in the above paragraph shows that (iv) => (ii) and a direct calculation shows that (ii) =>• (iv). We have just shown that (i) => (ii). We have already noted the equivalence of (i) and (iii) (for any a ^ 1). It remains to show that f(z) = j^ is a time 1 map. Clearly fo(z) = az is a time 1 map; hence if tp(z) = j^ , 9fo9~x is a time 1 map. But cpf0cp-x(z) = ^ if fi = -fa .
Now we suppose that a = 1 . As we have seen, either f(z) = z (i.e. b = 0) or oo X(z) = YJbjzK
7=2
If the normal form for X near 0 is zp + Xz2p~x with p > 2, or z2 + Cz3 with C ^ 0, we proceed as before to deduce that this is impossible. It must be checked that it is not essential that / be entire; any / satisfying our hypothesis will do. All that remains is an appropriate version of Proposition 4: If / is holomorphic in C\^4 for a closed countable A, f(z) = z + ^2jl2 aj-zJ near 0 and f(cp(z)) = ^(rrj) for some tp , biholomorphic near 0 with <p(0) = 0 then f(z) = j^ for some b eC As before we may iterate the identity f(cp(z)) = 9(j^), valid near 0, to obtain an analytic continuation of cp into a set of the form C\t3 , B countable and closed. Next we argue that cp and / must be rational. Indeed, if cp were not rational then by Picard's theorem there would be a point a such that cp assumes all values, with at most two exceptions, in every neighborhood of a. Choose n so that yz^ lies in the disc about 0 in which we know cp to be holomorphic. We have f("\cp(z)) = 9(jz^) ■ We may choose distinct zk -► a such that <p(zk) = a where a lies in the domain of /'"'.
We get /(«)(a) = 9(j^-) for all k. This would imply cp is constant, which is not the case. This argument works for a = oo as well, so cp is rational. Now if / were not rational there would be a sequence of distinct points u>k in the domain of / such that f(wk) = a. Since cp is rational there are zk (distinct) so that cp(zk) = wk ; we get a = f(9(zk)) = 9(j^-k) ■ Again this would imply that cp is constant. Now f, cp are rational, the identity f(9(z)) = 9(j^) implies that either / or tp must be one-to-one; otherwise the multiplicity of f(cp(z)) would be greater than that of 9(jz^) -If / is one-to-one it must have the desired form. If tp is one-to-one, then so is / and we are done.
To complete the equivalence of (i) and (ii) in the case a = 1 we need only note that f(z) = -^ is the time 1 map of X(z) = -bz2 .
VI. The function z -i-z2
1. We will explain in Subsection 3 below that some "monodromy" or "single valuedness" problems make discrete dynamics somewhat harder to use than the continuous dynamics involved in flows. For some specific functions these problems can be overcome. Just as an illustration of this, we present here a study of the function z -\-z2. The following lemma will help to avoid monodromy problems later.
Lemma 6. 1. For every z e C*, if \z + z2\ > \z\, then at least one of the two roots C to the equation { + C2 = z satisfies \C\ < \z\. 2. If R> 0, \z\ < R, and \z + z2\ < R, then for every X € [0, 1], \Xz + X2z2\ < R (i.e. the set of z such that \z\ < R and \z + z2\ < R is star shaped).
Proof. 1. If \z + z2\ > \z\ then \z + 1| > 1. If \z\ > 1 it is trivial that one of the two roots must satisfy |£| < \z\ since the product of the roots is -z. This leaves us to examine the case z ^ 0, \z\ < 1, and \z + 1| > 1. If z belongs to the region thus defined, one of the two roots belongs to the right half-plane Rez > 0 (whose image is the region Rez > -(Imz)2). If Re£ > 0, £ / 0 then |C + C I > I CI • So the root £ with nonnegative real part satisfies |£| < \z\ as desired.
2. Set z = pew , 0 < p < R. We have \z + z2\2 = p2 + p4 + 2p3cos9 . If the lemma were not true there would exist r e [0, R] such that (*) f /-2-r-r4 + 2r3cos0 = .R2, (**) I ^(r2 + r4 + 2r3cos0) = r + 2,-3 + 3r2cos0<O.
(**) implies r < 1 (r = 1, cosf7 = -1 being ruled out by (*)). So assume r < 1 since r4 + 2r3 cos 6 > 0 by (*) we get r + 2r3 + 3r2 cos 6 = -(2r4 + Ar3 cos6) + (r -r2 cos6) > 0, which contradicts (**). The lemma is proved.
Lemma 7. Let h be a germ of a holomorphic function at 0 in C Let G bean entire function. If Go h = ho Fo, Fb = z + z2, then, for some integer n > 0, C7M o h extends to an entire function on C.
Note that this is only a step in the proof. If h(0) = 0, and h'(0) ^ 0, Proposition 2.0 will show that necessarily G(z) = z + az2, for some a ^ 0. In case a = 1, the function h has to be F0( J for some integer k, possibly negative. This follows from Baker's work, or from Theorem 6.3 in [24] , once the nonexistence of roots is known. A linear change of variables reduces the general case to the case a = 1.
Proof, (i) First, we can extend h holomorphically to the right half-plane n+ = {z e C, Rez > 0}. Indeed it is enough to show that if h has been extended to {\z\ < R < +00} n n+, we can extend h to {\z\ < R'} n n+ for some R' > R. Let z0 = Reie , 0 € (-f, f). There exists z> e {|z| < R} n n+ so that z\ + z\ = zo. For every X € (0, 1), Re(Xz{ +X2z2) > 0, so, by Lemma 6, Xz\ and Xz\ + X2z\ € {\z\ < R}C\n+ . From this we conclude that the relation h(z + z2) = G(h(z)) holds on some neighborhood of the line segment [0, z\) since it holds near 0, by unique analytic continuation. The map z y-y z + z2 defines a biholomorphic map x from a neighborhood of z\ to a neighborhood of zo . We extend h to a neighborhood of zo by setting h(z) = G(h(x'x(z))).
(ii) In the same way, we can extend h to the set U+ = {z, Re z > -(Im z)2} . Notice that U+ is the injective image of n+ under the map z y-y z + z2 . Again one defines h at the point (z + z2) by h(z + z2) = G(h(z)).
(iii) The strategy for 7r~ = {zeC,Rez<0} will be different. We will not try to extend h , but C7(m) o h instead.
Claim. For every R > 0 there exists neN* so that G(n) o h has a holomorphic extension to {\z\ < /?} . and Rm+\ -Rm can be estimated so that to force Rm -> +00 . Here is the way to do it, but we leave details to the reader.
If \zq\ = R, due to Lemma 6 at least one of the two following things happens: There exists z\, \z\\ < R, so that z\ + z\ = zq or |zo + Zq| < R (example -1 < zo < 0). In both cases we use the formula
In the first case Z] ^ -5 , so z y-y z + z2 is 1-1 near z\ , and the above formula is used to extend G(m) o h near z0 by taking z close to zx ; G(m+1) o h is a fortiori extended. In the second case we take z close to zo and we extend only Q(m+i) 0 n N0tiCe that by unique analytic continuation, and by Lemma 6, the equality G(m) o h(z + z2) = G(w+1) o h(z) holds on the ray from 0 to Z\ in the first case, and on the ray from 0 to z0 in the second case.
(iv) Finally for some m (we may depend on p) we obtained that C7(m)o/z has a holomorphic extension to U+ U{\z\ < 1}, since the extensions obtained in (ii) and (iii) must coincide. Since (7(m+1) oh = C7(m) ohoFo, say in a neighborhood of (-±,0), we see that for £ ~ -\ , G^m+^oh(Q = &m+Voh(-l -Q (-1-C is the other root to z + z2 = C + C2) ■ The set of C so that both £ and -1 -£ both belong to U+U{\z\ < 1} is connected. So t7(m+1>o/z(£) = t7<m+1>o/z(-l-£) everywhere (where it makes sense). If £ e C but £ 0 [/+u{|z| < 1}, then (-1 -£) e U+ U {|z| < 1}. So G{m+X) o h can be extended to C by setting <?(/»+!) o h(Q = G<w+1) oh(-l-Q.
2. Proposition 2.0. The only entire functions G which are in some neighborhood of 0 holomorphically conjugate to Fq (=z + z2) (i.e. z + z2 = tp~x oGotp, for some local holomorphic change of variable tp (p(0) = 0)) are f(z) = z + az2, for a^O.
For k > I, in no neighborhood of 0 does the map z + z2 have a kth root (i.e. z + z2 = gW), with g holomorphic, and g(0) = 0.
The nonexistence of roots has also been noticed, earlier, by I. N. Baker.
Proof. Assume that near 0, Gotp = cpoFo for some local holomorphic change of variable <p , and that G is entire. By Lemma 7 for some n large enough G(n)ocp extends to an entire function on C. We have G o (C7(/I) o tp) = (Gw ° cp) o F0. Proof. To reach a contradiction assume that G is not a polynomial of degree 2. Then cp\ cannot be a polynomial, by degree considerations. Hence there exists z0 € C, |z0| > 2, so that Go^(z0) belongs to the basin of attraction to f\(0) for G (example: ask G o tpx(zo) = G o cpx(x) = cpx(x + x2) for some xe(-l,0)).
Let co be a neighborhood of zo so that G^ o <px tends to <p\(0) on co as n tends to oo.
We leave to the reader to check that for n large enough the image of co under the «th iterate of the map (z + z2) contains a circle {\z\ = R"} and R" -y +00 (here we use |zo| > 2). Using G(n) otpx=cpxo(z + z2)(n), one has sup \cpx\<suo\G^otpx\^\tpx(0)\.
\z\<Rn co So cp\ would be constant. Lemma 8 is proved, and we have thus showed that the functions z + az1 (a ^ 0) are the only entire functions that are conjugate to z + z2 under a local holomorphic change of variable at 0. The nonexistence of kth roots is easy to get. In order to reach a contradiction, assume that there exists g defined for \z\ < p, so that in some neighborhood of 0, g(k\z) = z + z2, k > 2. Obviously g and z + z2 must commute. So, by applying Lemma 7 to G = z + z2 = Fo and h = g, one sees that for some integer n , Ff|") o g is an entire function. This explains why, above, we have been careful about monodromy questions. Suppose / and g axe entire and f = z -\-, g = z -\-(both ^ z). If we have a local conjugacy, fo<p = <pog. By using /("> oq> = q>og(") it seems that one could define cp on Un g(n)({|z| < r}). (And by Cartan's theorem, used in §V, U" £(,,)({|z| < r}) = C or C -{a}] for some a e C.) This is however not necessarily the case.
It seems that what we have seen raises the question: In the set of entire holomorphic functions z + Y,j>2ajzJ which are the ones which have a local square root, and which are the ones which, in this set, have a nontrivial local conjugacy class? We have only rather trivial examples.
VII. Analytic classification
We have seen precise examples of holomorphic germs at 0 in C that are formally equivalent but not equivalent via holomorphic change of variable. The holomorphic classification of holomorphic germs f(z) = z-\-has been done by Ecalle and Voronin ([6, 24] , see also the excellent presentations in [13, 9] ). But the invariants that they define seem to be almost impossible to compute, on precise examples.
In this section we give a brief discussion of Voronin's classification of holomorphic germs [24] (see also §IV.2), and indicate how at least a part of his work could be accomplished by a small modification of the "basic scheme". In [24] , Voronin considers the class A2 of (convergent) holomorphic germs oo f(z) = z + Yjajzj, 7=2 with a2 ^ 0.
He associates to each such / a "modulus" and shows that f, g in A2 are conjugate if and only if they have the same modulus. We sketch a method of constructing this modulus which is different from that of Voronin. In fact it is due to Fatou [7] . What is shown is that there are two domains Qi and Q2, both with 0 in their boundaries such that Qx U Q2 U {0} is a neighborhood of 0. Moreover, / is conjugate to fo(z) = j~ by means of a function cpx and in £\2 by means of a function tp2. The intersection of Qi with Q2 consists of the disjoint union of two simply connected domains Q+ and Q-.
The modulus associated to / consists of the pair of transition functions <P± = cp2 o q>~x |Q± (with a simple equivalence relation). Of course, if / is actually conjugate to ./o in a neighborhood of 0 then one can take cp\ = cp2 and <J>± = id. The existence of the domains Q] , £l2 and the conjugators cp\, cp2 is established in [7, § §8, 9, and 10, pp. 191-206] . In fact both Fatou and In the present situation, the "basic scheme" would consist in setting f(z) = lim(R"(z) -n). Fatou has to use a second-order perturbation by setting instead F(z) = lim(Rn(z) -n -alogn), for an appropriate value of a. See [7, pp. 194-197] .
VIII. TWO REAL VARIABLES
Diffeomorphism of class W , or germ of diffeomorphism, of (R2, 0), means a map of class W , defined in some neighborhood of 0 in R2 , with values in R2, mapping 0 to 0, and with a W local inverse. Although we have looked for precise statements (^3p regularity) there is no claim that our results are close to being sharp. Before starting our discussion, let us point out that there are real analytic (and even polynomial) germs of diffeomorphisms of (R2, 0) that are ^°° but not real analytically conjugate. Such examples derive easily from corresponding examples in one variable. Take F(x, y) = (x + x2, y) and G(x, y) = (x + x2 + ]C/>4 ajXj, y) ■ Then F and G axe &°° conjugate, but not real analytically conjugate, if the radius of convergence of the series J2 aixi is +00 , unless F = G. And, by induction, the lemma is proved.
Remark. It is important to notice that in the proof that we have given, the determination of the coefficients of the terms of degree < q in xp depends only on consideration of the terms of degree < q + (p -1) in F and G. This leads to the following:
If F and G are as in Lemma 9 , and if xp is a local diffeomorphism of (R2, 0), of class Wi-Hf-V such that F o xp = xp o G then, for some r e {0,...,p-2}: q either xp = eu*r/(p-»z + J^aj<0zj +cf(\z\"+x)
7=2 q orxp = e2i*r/(P-i)2 + Y/aJ!ozJ + cf(\z\«+x).
7=2
In the first case dip = cf(\z\q); in the second case dxp = cf(\z\q).
2. Proposition 6, Corollary. In this subsection, we state and prove the facts that allow us to apply the analytic results in the differentiable setting. The lemma being established we now turn to the Proof of Proposition 6.
Proof of Proposition 6. One can replace G by any function which is conjugate to G, via some holomorphic change of variable, so one can assume that also G = z + zp + ■■■ . By Lemma 9 and the remark following it dJL(z)=cf(\z\2p+x) or d-£(z)=cf(\z\2p+x).
Replacing F by z o F o z if needed, and xp by xp, we can assume that || = cf(\z\2p+x). We then have to show that xp is holomorphic, near 0. 
Therefore
IgrWI-Urt^WllI^^).
Since xp(z) = e2nirl{-p~x)z h-, for \z\ small, either both z and xp(z) are in the region {Rezp_1 < |Imzp_1|} or both z and xp(z) are in the region {Rez""1 > -\lmzp-l\}.
So one can apply Lemma 10 simultaneously to F and G, at z and zx = xp(z). In the first case, z being fixed, one can let k tend to +oo. We then have (F^)'(zx) = F'(F^k-x\zl))F'(F(k-2\zl)) ■ ■ ■ F'(F(zx)) ■ F'(zx).
Since F(t) = t + tp + ■■■ , F'(t) = 1 + ptp~x + cf(tp). Using the estimate of Lemma 10, for 8 > 0 arbitrary, one gets that for / large enough |l-F'(F(/)(z,))|<(l+^)^Ty7.
This yields the estimate in the product (8 maybe different, but still arbitrary) \(F^)'(xp(z))\ > ck-(x+S)p«»-x\ for some constant c independent of k .
Similarly \(G(k))'(z)\ < ck^+d)p^p-x).
Finally we wish to show that z + z2 has no kth root (k > 1). If f were a kth root of Fq = z + z2, the corollary to Proposition 6 shows that / should be holomorphic or antiholomorphic, near 0. It has been shown that / cannot be holomorphic. We have to show that / cannot be antiholomorphic.
Assume that / is an antiholomorphic kth root of Fo; then / and Fo commute. Also Fo commutes with z. Therefore Fq commutes with both z o f and foz.
By Added in proof. The questions (flows, square roots, etc...), considered in this paper in the setting of R, R2 or C, can obviously be raised in higher dimensions. We thank the referee for pointing out the work by J. Ecalle Uequation du pont et la classification des objets locaux (Publ. Math. Orsay (1985)) does include a discussion of these topics. See especially pages 288-321.
